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By Brianne Whyte | Opinion | September 14th 2022

‘This is not the future I envisioned for
my son’

A future with an uncertain climate is not what Brianne Whyte envisioned for her son, Eli. "My anxiety before he was born

about the kind of world he would have to contend with has been amplified many times over," she says. Photo credit: Sam

Novak

https://www.nationalobserver.com/u/brianne-whyte
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As seven young Ontarians make history by facing the Ford

government on climate inaction in provincial court this

month, we should all take a long hard look at why it’s come to

this.

Mathur et al. v. Her Majesty in Right of Ontario is the �rst time

a Canadian court will consider whether a government’s actions

in dealing with climate change have the potential to violate our

charter rights to life, liberty, and security.

The youth-led group is suing the Ford government for

weakening its climate targets back in ����.Their case argues

that Ontario’s 2030 target of reducing greenhouse gas

emissions to 30 per cent below 2005 levels is inadequate,

unconstitutional and must be struck down.

As intervenors in the case, parents across the country will be

there to support the youth bringing this challenge forward,

even while we’re enraged and heartbroken that they have to

take this step.

The youth behind this challenge are not a fringe element. They

are smart, they know the science and they won’t be fooled.

They know that ambitious climate action is required to secure

a planet that will sustain life. Their health and well-being are

already a�ected daily by extreme weather events, and their

ambitions for the future are overshadowed by anxiety about

how much worse it will get. And they represent millions of

young people across the country who feel the same way.

https://ecojustice.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/20220722-Ecojustice-factum-00375517xF838A.pdf
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Yet, they’re not being heard or listened to. The Ontario

government’s policy decisions showcase its refusal to accept

the realities of climate change and what needs to be done

about it. It has weakened greenhouse gas emission reduction

targets, prioritized infrastructure that supports more private

vehicle use, pulled support from renewable energy projects

and is returning to an electricity grid powered by natural gas

instead of investing in the growing renewable energy market.

Given the lack of interest from decision-makers, and largely

without the ability to vote, launching a legal challenge is one of

the few meaningful actions youth can take. In November 2019,

this group of seven did just that, claiming the Ford

government’s changes to the provincial climate action plan

weakened it to the point where their future existence, and that

of all Ontarians, is threatened.

What people are reading

Who the hell calls a press conference,

then tells reporters they can’t ask

questions?
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For Our Kids Toronto team members Mika Gang, Brianne Whyte and Laura Thomas present the

seven youth with a card of gratitude and support at a rally last Sunday. The card was signed by

170 parents from across Canada. Photo by Chris Kemp

Successfully withstanding challenges from the provincial

government, it has gone further than any other charter suit

based on climate. A victory would be a signi�cant step to a

safer, healthier future.

The fact our kids have to spend three years of their lives

involved in a court battle is a shocking sign that systemic

change is needed. Ask any parent evacuated by wild�res or

�ooding, locked in their homes with a busy toddler during

pollution or smoke advisories, or who consoles their teen in

panic attacks: we know our children’s lives and well-being are

threatened by the lack of clear and urgent action to transition

from fossil fuels.
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We know children will su�er more greatly as heat, air

pollution, wild�res, drought, �ooding and sea-level rise

escalate.

This is not the future I envisioned for my son, and my anxiety

before he was born about the kind of world he would have to

contend with has been ampli�ed many times over. It has

changed the way I parent — seeking out ways to foster

resilience and concentrating on building a community that

will come together and support each other when disaster hits.

As a parent, I won’t stop pushing for change, and I’ll be there

to support youth in the street, in the courthouse, and

anywhere else I’m needed. This is a battle for future

generations. We all have a role to play.

Regardless of the court’s decision in this case, we should take it

as a wake-up call and all step in to create a livable future for all

our kids. Acknowledge that we need to change. Prepare for the

changes that are coming. Plan a just and swift transition away

from a fossil fuel-based economy.

Listen to our kids. It’s their future.

Brianne Whyte is a mother, teacher and organizer with For Our

Kids Toronto, a group of committed parents working together

for climate justice, part of the For Our Kids network. For Our

Kids was founded in 2019 and connects thousands of parents

across Canada who are concerned about climate change, their

children and a livable planet for all.
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By Morgan Sharp | News, Next Gen Insider | September 12th 2022

Keep reading

Youth in historic climate case get their day in Ontario

court
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By Morgan Sharp | News, Next Gen Insider | May 11th 2022

Ontario’s emissions don’t have ‘decisive impact’ on

Canada’s climate goals, province argues in youth

legal fight
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By Morgan Sharp | News, Next Gen Insider | April 16th 2020
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Ford’s Ontario seeks to deny climate youth their day

in court
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